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CHAIR MATEO: ... (gavel) . .. The meeting for the Housing and Human Services Committee
for September 15, 2005 will come to order. For the record the Members present this
morning is Council Chair Riki Hokama and Member Jo Anne Johnson. Excused from
today's meeting is Member Pontanilla and Member Tavares. Also present with us this
morning is the staff for the Committee, uh, Lance Taguchi the Committee Analyst and
Camille Sakamoto Secretary. Also with us this morning from the Department of the
Corporation Counsel James Giroux; and Alice Lee Director, Housing and Human
Concerns. At this particular time we're gonna start with our public testimony. The Chair
would just like to, uh, for housekeeping purposes remind those this is the perfect time to
tum off your cell phones and your pagers if you have them to avoid any disturbances
during the proceedings. The testifiers will be given three minutes to testify, another
minute to wrap up, uh, and we have two individuals signed up to, to testify this morning.
First individual is Sean Lester, and Mr. Lester will be followed by Mr. Stan Franco. Also
please identify yourself for the record and whether or not you represent an organization
or not.

... BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..
MR. LESTER: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members. My name is Sean Lester,
and thank you for being here today. I'm just here for me today 'cause it gives me a
broader perspective what I'm going to speak about.
First of all, thank you for taking us on. I know this is a huge task, urn, with nine
members that'll be here on the final vote there are nine different ways of looking at
things. The great thing is that I know that you have it within you the capacity to come up
with a good quality bill that will help the people of Maui. So I wanna say thank you very
much for, for your work and your efforts and your thoughts and who you are. It's all part
of it. You have to have boundaries on both sides of what is going to be the discussion.
So thank you for being, helping me be a part of that discussion as well by allowing me
this time.
I just wanted to say that, urn, out of the five pieces that you're looking at in your matrix is
the answer. Somewhere within these boundaries from the existing housing policy to
Maui Tomorrow is the answer to our, our, our housing future. And the passions that I've
heard from the Members really does make a difference. I know that something
substantive is going to come out of us. And I want to really thank the Chairman for his
work and his passion with getting this done. I mean I really wanna acknowledge you for
your work.
Today I had something I wanted to toss out as a possibility. With an authority one of the
things that has been a concern is the cost of an authority or the ability to control or have a
jurisdiction over the authority and I'd like to answer perhaps one possibility with that
right now.
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I apologize if I don't remember the names. There's a hotel that's being tom down and
rebuilt as, uh ... as town ... as condos and one-twelfth, urn, timeshares ...
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Kapalua Bay.
MR. LESTER: Kapalua Bay. Now, Kapalua Bay says that their affordable housing has been
taken care of in the past. However, at that time when they built the housing was worth a
certain amount. According to what I've been able to sketch out the new housing is worth
$750 million as it's sold. So what about asking when these new resorts and whatever
come in to, to do this rebuilt, their affordable housing percentage is a percentage of what
the new built out is, and either land or a substantive funding is actually taken from that,
that would immediately fund the housing authority 5, $10 million which is definitely
enough to get an authority started, urn ... and that's just one idea.
Another idea is whatever you work with, if you'd be willing to perhaps take existing
policy or start up a new policy and actually set that in as law, and at the same time say we
would like to have in the future you know a major look at having a housing authority and
begin to kind of work that into the matrix for either future matrix then perhaps that's the
way to do it. You get something today 'cause everyday we're losing housing, and at the
same time we're moving towards the possibility of having a larger structure. I'm more
than willing and will meet with the Maui Nui Housing Task Force to see how we can
begin to even come up with better ideas, urn ...
MR. TAGUCHI: Three minutes.
MR. LESTER: Thank you. And I'll wrap up. And then you know we can ... we're gonna keep
working ... the community is gonna keep working as we can amongst ourselves to try to
help you determine, you know, to give you some information however we can, and I
personally will be available any time for the Members of the Council as well as the, uh,
as the Committee. So thank you so much for your time.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Lester. Members? Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Sean. My question is that in the case where let's sayan
older hotel is being tom down, originally there was attached to that a, an employee
housing requirement which is a little bit different than the affordable housing
requirement. How do you see those two components employee housing and affordable
housing, uh, I guess fitting in to what you're describing to us, or do you see those as one
in the same?
MR. LESTER: I think that there, there needs to be another step to the component. We're
reaching a point where there's a different economic engine driving now than there was 20
years ago. There's more of an ability to help payout to ensure that, that we do have
affordable or work, work, workers housing here. Now I don't wanna call it that. It's just
the people that live here that have a right to live here and wanna live here in the future
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that's a long time that they actually have housing. So whenever a company comes in to
make money and they have a considerable amount they're making on the same property I
do believe it would be nice to, to change the laws that would allow for percentage of that
to go towards affordable. I think that their, their ... the housing they did for their, um ..
. employees is great. That was a good thing one and four, but this is another kind of layer
on top of that. So I do think it's important to have that as the next, as the next step as we
work with it. I believe it's an inherent, urn ... part of the ...
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: If! understand then what you're saying is you're saying that
the laws that were applicable then when there's a total, um, either rebuilt or ... would it
be a change to, to timeshare, you know, or something along those lines?
MR. LESTER: Exactly. Because timeshare ... I'm not exactly a proponent of timeshare. I
think that timeshare is kind of the last straw as we watch the ... I apologize if this sounds
(inaudible) degradation of the, of the uses of land because the people stay there for such
short periods of time they don't really have a chance to know what this place is about.
It's just my personal way, but it also means that there's a large amount of funds being
made off of it. You can make a lot more by selling something in one-twelfth's or
one-twentieth's or one-three hundredths or fiftieths, whatever. So as that increases
economically we should be ... it shouldn't just be the developer reaping rewards from
that. This is something that the County can also share in the profits. I mean that's the
basis of the whole democratic experiment.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So you would be looking at the laws of present day whatever
we develop then being applied and let's say would you be in favor of any credit then
being given for things that they of course they have satisfied in the past such as employee
housing or things that were applicable then and then have them come up with the
differential?
MR. LESTER: That I'm gonna leave up to the Council to, to figure in your purview. You know
a lot more information than I do on that. I just believe that we could immediate fund ...
we're, we're, the crisis that we're looking at right now ... excuse me ... we can
immediately begin to fund either an authority or a policy and this is the mechanism to be
able to do it, and I believe it's a fair mechanism and, um, it's just sharing in the profits.
There's so much profit to be made that why should not the people of Maui County have a
portion of those profits given to them.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Sean.
MR. LESTER: You welcome.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, any additional questions? Thank you very much, Mr.
Lester. As, uh, Mr. Franco proceed to the podium, the Chair would also like to recognize
for the record the presence of Member Molina for joining us. Mr. Molina is not a
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Member of the Committee, but the Chair is very happy you came and joined us and to
participate in the discussion with us. Thank you, Mr. Molina. Mr. Franco, good morning.
MR. FRANCO: Good morning, Councilmen, Committee Chair Mateo and Council members.
My name is Stan Franco and I represent myself. I believe that we must establish
principles on which to base our affordable housing policy and I would like to ask you to
consider these six principles. The first five are from the Affordable Housing Policy of
the U. S. Catholic Bishops, and the six is from Harry Kim of the Big Island. Let me just
read what the U. S. Bishop say.
The first principle is production and they say this is the creative, cost-effective, and
flexible programs that will increase the supply of quality housing for low-income
families, the elderly and other vulnerable people.
Participation is the second principle. Encourage the active and sustain involvement
empowerment of the homeless tenants, neighborhood, residents and housing consumers.
We need to build on American traditions of home, homeownership, self-help and
neighborhood participation.
The third principle is partnership.
Ongoing support for effective and creative
partnerships among nonprofit community groups, churches, private developers,
government at all levels, and financial institutions.
Affordability is the fourth principle. The efforts to help families obtain a decent housing
at cost that would not require neglect of other basic necessities.
And the fifth principle is opportunity. Strong efforts to combat discrimination and
housing against racial and ethnic minorities, women, those with handicap . . . handicap
conditions and families with children.
So those are the five principles from the U. S. Bishop.
The sixth principle was outlined in a talk by Harry Kim, the Mayor of the Big Island, to
the Maui Nui Housing Task Force, and I'm gonna paraphrase his comments because I
don't have it verbatim.
I wanna call this principle building for the local and Mr... Mayor Kim said this to the
Task Force and again I paraphrase his comments. He said basically what we need is an
affordable, uh, a housing policy that should be focused for those who want to live, work
and raise their families here. A lot oftimes we're looking even in our percentages, 20, 25
percent, whatever, we are ... what we are saying is we wanna build those houses, those
houses for the local people, and what Mayor Kim has said maybe we gotta reverse that
and say our housing policy is for building homes for people that wanna live their family,
live here, raise their family here instead of ... the majority of the housing should be built
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for the local person and that was what struck me in this talk when he shared that
comments with the Maui Nui Housing Task Force.
So the five principles on the U. S. Bishops, production, participation, partnership,
affordability, and opportunity, the last one from Harry Kim building for the local.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Franco. Members, any questions, for Mr. Franco? Thank
you very much. Mr. Franco was the last individual who signed up to testify. If there's
anyone in the audience wanting to also testify please come on up to the podium and when
you're, uh ... recognize yourself. When you're done if you can please step over to the
secretary and fill out the required palapala.
MR. COOK: Hello, thank you. My name is Thomas Cook. Thank you, Chairman, Council
members. I'm here to speak as an individual and also as a member of the Maui Nui
Housing Task Force. I just like to share a couple of thoughts. I recently went to the
mainland for three weeks in Seattle where my daughter owns a home, a little 800 square
foot, replaced her doors and windows, 97 years old and, uh ... it's ... three weeks was
the longest I've been off island and the 30 years I lived there it was really different to
live, almost to live in another community, walking to the store. And one thing I noticed
there is there's a lot of small homes. So there's three points I'd like to make.
One, the concept of affordability something I think that we're missing, and I'm coming
from a contractor, really is size. Traditionally you look at smaller homes, the starter
homes, smaller homes are more affordable because there's less of it. One of the
challenges we have as a community is like when somebody gets a homes, you know, we
don't have the volume of homes where we can have starter homes, middle homes, bigger
homes, so that concept doesn't necessarily fit or work here, and we're trying to get
people into the home that'll ... they may live in for the rest of their lives, but that's just
something I'd like to put out there that I noticed. There's a lot of really small homes that,
you know, one bathroom, one-and-a-half bathrooms. So just food for thought as far as
economics and accountability.
Town(?) Realty up here is building a fabulous development. I mean as a contractor I
really admire the quality of the home and everything, those are not affordable homes.
Those are expensive well-built homes with extremely expensive infrastructure. I think all
the local people deserve homes of that quality, but in our balance, and here I'm jus
sharing my thoughts with you as far as the economics and the feasibility and how do we,
how do we solve this. We are in a crisis.
I wanna con ... , you know point blank, local people cannot ... I'm an employer as well as
a parent, whatnot. Nobody has a place to rent. Nobody has a place to live. People can't
afford to live here. We're being priced out of our own homes. So thank you for your
efforts. Please continue on 'em. Partnership and collaboration with advocacy groups,
with the developers, with the people in the community and, um, so I'm more here as a
positive statement to reinforce what you're doing and to share that let's be pragmatic. I
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disagree with the concept that the democratic, the definition of democracy is sharing
profits. To me that's socialism. You know if somebody is gonna do a development, they
are paying taxes, they're providing jobs, there's just tremendous amount of interaction
economically, and this concept of somebody is gonna build a hundred million dollar
project or a billion dollar project that we inherently have the right just to, well, they
should give us that. I hope that we keep that in check because that's ... it hasn't worked
anywhere else you know. Ifwe can make it so it's worth their while and they want to and
you expedite their, uh ... the entitlement process, this is an easy path, build 70 percent
for local people you know. It's gonna be an easy development.
MR. TAGUCHI: Three minutes.
MR. COOK: It's all for speCUlation, it's gonna take a lot of time and be expensive that's kind of
appropriate. Anyway, thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Cook. Members, any questions for Mr. Cook? Thank you.
Please sign your, the form with the secretary. Last call. Anyone wanting to testify at this
time please come up to the podium. Seeing no one advancing, Members, with no
objections the Chair would like to close testimony at this time.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (excused:

JP and CT)

CHAIR MATEO: Thank you .

. . .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..

ITEM NO. 4:

COUNTY HOUSING POLICY (C.c. No. 05-132)

CHAIR MATEO: The Chair would also like to recognize Member Anderson for joining us this
morning. Like Mr. Molina, Ms. Anderson is not a member of the Committee and, urn,
I'm very pleased that you came and join us this morning, Ms. Anderson. Thank you.
Members, we have just one item on the agenda this morning and that is HHS-4. Not that
it needs to be said anymore, but the intensity and the tremendous demand and pressure to
build affordable housing has risen to new heights in Maui County. The challenge in
addressing our housing needs is addressing the severe imbalance between the limited
supply of units and the increasing demand for both rental and homeownership for our
resident workforce. We're committed to addressing the needs of the larger community
with the varying income levels.
This morning, this Committee will be addressing the housing requirements. The Housing
Policy Matrix dated September 15, 2005, that staff had provided and circulated, is the
worksheet that we'll be working off this morning. This worksheet represents key
elements of the proposed housing policies that were designed, crafted and presented to
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this commun ... , to this Committee by the Department of Housing and Human Concerns,
the Maui Nui Task Force, and Maui Tomorrow. In addition, the housing policy from the
County of Hawaii had also been added and also the existing County policy had been
added to the mix. I would like to acknowledge with much gratitude our partners that did
the work, did the discussion, and did the research; and due to their commitment to the
needs of affordable housing in this County submitted quality proposals for the
Committee.
For the last several weeks as this Counc ... , as our Council addressed affordable housing
needs, the Members of the Council had been very consistent and cognizant of the fact that
we need to work towards the development of a housing policy for the County. Today, we
initiate the next step of the work plan.
It is the Chair's intent that we specifically address the more contentious part of the policy
itself, its requirements. It is not possible that this Committee will be able to draft a
complete housing policy within a few meetings. This will consume several months.
However, the more immediate need is to establish the minimum requirements.
We need to provide general guidelines for the developers as well as our Department of
Housing and Human Concerns. We need to change the emphasis away from developing
high-end housing for nomesidents. We need to provide opportunities for the developers
to develop resident workforce housing at reasonable profits. We need to provide the
framework for the private sector to apply their limited resources towards building homes
for the existing residents of this County whether it be through incentives or disincentives.
This morning we had invited the Director of Housing and Human Concerns Ms. Lee,
Giovanni Rosati, Maui Nui Housing Task Force, as well as a representative from Maui
Tomorrow, to assist us in providing information to us regarding the numbers that they
had identified or they had recognized in their submitted proposals to this, to this
Committee. We look at getting a better understanding of the rationale in the figures that
they have identified, what they saw these figures to be in terms of addressing the need for
the affordable housing units, and we will make no decision today, but we will set the tone
for the discussion, the comments, and further recommendations coming from this
Committee. We will establish a proposed minimum requirement that will set the
direction for the rest of the housing policy.
With that being said, the Chair would like to ask, uh, start the discussion with Director of
Housing and Human Concerns Ms. Lee. And if Ms. Lee could, uh, please refer to the
matrix that we'll be working off and talk to us about the numbers and the percentages you
recommend in your proposal and tell us what these figures represent, how they ... how
they were derived and these numbers ... what these numbers mean in terms of meeting
the need for the affordable units both rental and sale homes. And then of course, you
know, anything else you'd like to add in, um ... sharing the information to us relative to
how you crafted your proposal based on this particular component.
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MS. LEE: Thank you, Mr. Chair, and good morning, everyone. Before I begin, I'd like to thank
the Chair for initiating these proceedings and we appreciate being called a partner
because we really believe that, um, it takes a real partnership to address such a
complicated issue as affordable housing.
Also, I'd like to point out and concur with the Chair that this is a component with regard
to an overall housing policy what we're looking at today. Because housing really ...
affordable housing really encompasses many aspects not only a change in zoning matter,
but also dealing with the homeless, dealing with many other . . . well, a multitude of
issues surrounding housing, and this is certainly an important component the afford ... , an
affordable housing policy with regard to a change in zoning.
Our long term residential developments in the first part of the matrix really covers, uh,
probably more than the other counties, and I'm really not sure ... I haven't really
compared it with Maui Tomorrow or Maui Nui, but this change in zoning trigger really
applies to, um ... two or more units which is substantially more than let's say the Big
Island which triggers at ten or more. So that I think needs to be pointed out. The longterm residential developments to be sold or rented within the price range established by
the Department of Housing and Urban Development, we use HUD's guidelines because
this is to me an important way to continue to be consistent. In the County of Maui we
have a number of Federal programs which are based on HUD guidelines. So to establish
our own set of guidelines which mayor may not conflict with HUD, may be a difficult
matter to administer down the road. So we prefer and propose that we continue to use
HUD guidelines.
Number one, rental unit not more than 100 percent of the median family income. Now
the reason why we are targeting 100 percent for rental units and this could be a ceiling
but there is a tremendous need for rental units . . . well, actually at all levels, but the
greatest need are for those who, um, who earn less than 100 percent of median income.
On the multi-family units, uh, we propose that we target 110 percent as, as the sales price.
The multi-family units represent sales units, for sale units. And again, um, we're really
trying to address overall those who earn 120 percent of median income, and that is why
on the third item single-family units we are recommending that we, if there's a
requirement that the developer or applicant provide units for sale at 120 percent of
median income or less. The needs are so much greater at the bottom half than the top
half.
The next item, specific eligibility criteria established by the County, we have been using
criteria that has been in the Code for some time in Chapter 2.86 but it, um ... although it
was for County housing projects, we still use the same criteria. So it's under 2.86.320.
So we do have specific eligibility criteria that we follow and have been following for
many years.
The next item would be the number of units required to be affordable for a change in
zoning for long-term residential project.
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CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Lee, if I can just jump in for a minute. This is, it is ... Members it is that
specific category that the discussion is based on this morning. So saying that Ms. Lee
you can just expand on the numbers and the percentages that you identify in this
specific-MS. LEE: Oh, I'm sorry.
CHAIR MATEO: No, no problem. Thank you.
MS. LEE: That one little box, we're talking about that one little box.
CHAIR MATEO: Yeah. Along, yeah, under your area and it's, we're just dealing with the
housing requirements.
MS. LEE: The housing requirement. Fifteen percent affordable.
CHAIR MATEO: Can you tell us why the 15 percent, how that was crea ... , you know draft, I
mean what was the magic of 15 percent?
MS. LEE: There's really no magic to it, um ... previously we recommended 10 percent and in a
down market we felt 10 percent was adequate, um, actually from 1990 to 2001 there
weren't really any affordable housing projects to speak of because we were in a very,
very long recession period. But because of the flurry of real estate sales and a lot
speculation that's occurred in the last couple years we felt that we needed to increase that
amount at least 5 percent. There is no mathematical formula to that or any kind of
scientific answer for that. We just felt that a 15 percent increase would, would be
justified. Our only concern about raising that number whether it's to 15 percent or 20
percent or 25 percent or more, is that we know that the economy is cyclical. We know
that in a number of years, probably in the next couple of years, this real estate boom will
taper off, and what if we have a policy that requires let's say 25 percent affordables in a
project, what history has shown us is that we'll never see that. We'll never see that
because interest rates will probably be climbing to 10, 11 percent and you're not going to
see a lot of applicants come in with large housing projects because sim ... , there will
simply be no market for those kinds of projects in that kind of economic climate. So
that's where it's, you know, it's really a judgment call whether you want to raise it to 15,
20 or 25 percent or higher. I have thought about the possibility, Mr. Chair and Members,
of perhaps creating a range tied to interest rates, a range of interest rates, and maybe if
you're interested we can explore that further.
On the next item, uh, 10 percent of the sales price of affordable units required, as I've
mentioned before in other meetings the, um ... again, the, in this represents the in-lieu
contribution and this actually is representative of the subsidy involved. An in-lieu
contribution represents a subsidy and it doesn't represent monies that you would then go
and build a house with. So in other words if the subsidy were $35,000 (end oftape lA)
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would tum around and go build a house for $35,000 that's the difference between the,
what is affordable to the price range that's required and the cost or the sales price.
The next in-lieu item is developable lands and the whole idea of providing a menu of
in-lieu opportunities for the applicant is really to be able to get something and, and be
able to ... in a situation where units are not needed, uh, at least there's an opportunity to
collect cash, developable lands, or some kind of service or facility such as a facility
would be let's say a horne care for the elderly type of facility, urn, or a childcare facility
or any kind of other social program facility. Because often times what's overlooked with
regard to impacts is the social infrastructure with regard to new developments and people
look at the environmental impact, the traffic impact, other impacts, but often times the
social impact is overlooked.
For change in zoning to business or industrial, the applicant shall commission a study to
determine housing needs. Because this is sort of unchartered territory, for now we
believe that a study would be fair that the applicant pay for a study and it be analyzed by
the Department, recommendations made to the Council and the Council can take it from
there. And if a pattern developments over time in the next couple of years, then from that
we can probably extract enough information to corne up with a set formula for industrial
and business development. But at this point we just don't have enough information to
really create a formula in my mind.
And so that, Mr. Chair, covers the requirements section and I'd be happy to answer any
questions you may have.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, any questions? Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Urn, yes. Alice, thank you very much for going through this.
My first question has to do with the in-lieu of for the cash where you're looking at 10
percent of the sales price of affordable units required. Now are you ... are you saying
that if the sales price let's say, urn ... was $100,000 that the contribution would be
$10,000 or are you saying that it's a 10 percent flat amount? Because when I compare
that to the 15 percent and the 15 percent I guess for sale and for rent, it would seem like
they would wanna go with the 10 percent formula and pay cash if they could get out of
providing the higher amounts on the other categories. So can you kind of go over that so
that I understand it.
MS. LEE: Yes. And we, urn ... we should've made that clearer. What we normally follow is
10 percent ofthe sales price for 120 percent of median income.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
MS. LEE: So as an example 120 percent of median income is $319,000 which if you rounded
that out would be $32,000 per unit which we again round out to 35 and that's what we
follow right now 35,000-- 11 -
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
MS. LEE: --per unit.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: All right. So, so are we kind of looking at apples and
oranges then when you're looking at the percentage that they're going to provide? Like
let's say if you're building 100 homes and 15 of those homes, uh, or 15 percent of those
homes have to be affordable, what would the equivalent then be when you compare your
10 percent rate? You know I'm trying to look at the real numbers and see if that would
be an advantage 'cause I realize that the one is a subsidy. So you're not looking at that,
urn, in maybe the same way. So have you done the analysis to find out if it would be
more attractive for them to pay that amount rather than actually just construct the homes?
MS. LEE: Okay. So the in-lieu amount would be approximately, ifit were 35,000-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh-huh.
MS. LEE: --would be let's see ... half a million. Five hundred twenty-five thousand. Okay.
And, urn, okay, let's, I just wauna double check that. So that's 15 percent. And if ... so
we have the opportunity to take the money that's $35,000 times 15 percent, whatever that
15 percent is, yeah. Fifteen homes. Or if ... or if you prefer just require the units and
not give that opportunity. It depends on the circumstances. Now, if, if I were a
developer and I wanted to build 100 homes and I had a 15 percent requirement I could,
depending on what the Council requires of me in terms of what is affordable, let's say
you, you tell me that I can, I have to build 15 percent at 120 percent of median income, I
might be able to build all of the affordables at cost, at cost, or even make a slight profit
depending, depending on a lot of things. So that developer gets all of his investment
back, okay, because the buyer has to pay him $319,000. So he's not out one penny. So
depending on the circumstances of the times, you may just want the money. Or in
another situation where the developer was planning to build affordables or right above
affordables, let's say he was planning to price his units at instead of 319,000 represents
120 percent of median income, let's say he was planning to build units at hundred and ...
$330,000 and you found that acceptable, you know, wouldn't you then want the money
you know. I don't know. It just gives you options. It's not a requirement. You can in
the change in zoning ordinance say units only. It's really up to you.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And so if I understand you correctly it kind of depends on
what the developer's costs also would be where he'd have to do the analysis whether it
was better for him to deliver the units because he may have like a family owned business
where, you know, let's say they're willing to eat some of the labor costs and maybe they
own their own equipment company, whatever, so his cost might be better going in
actually providing the units than actually paying the in-lieu fee.
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MS. LEE: Yes, and if I may add, urn ... in the case of, okay, let's say the cycle comes back
more quickly than we, we wanted to come back . . . in other words interest rates rise,
okay, then you're gonna see a complete slow down in the market, but you have a
developer who's just on the edge of that slow down. So you give him his approvals and
so forth, but then he hits that wall. Interest rates rise 10, 11 . . . 10, 11 percent. Well
beyond, you know, most people's range. If you require units only, you probably never
gonna see those units until that recession is over. See that's, that's the difficult ... he's
probably not gonna proceed with the whole project. I mean we've seen so many projects
go bankrupt during the recession times. One of the advantages of money, and this has
been our recommendation all a long, that with regard to money, unlike units, is that you
have to pay up front. The minute you go in for your permits to construct anything you
have to pay everything. So you get your half a million dollars upfront, and whether that
project goes forward or not you don't really care because you got the money and you can
apply it to whatever else is needed within the County in terms of housing or, or
housing-related issues. That's the big advantage of the money, but at least that option is
there. You don't have to use it, but that's the advantage of taking money.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And in, in one scenario which you also say that one of the
options, which I guess it's really, you know, not itemized here, but it would go along with
the money, it would be let's say for example that Lokahi or a nonprofit is going to build
housing and they're gonna be providing it at cost to the individuals that would be moving
in, but what ends up happening is, you know, maybe their costs are a little bit high, would
you then consider I guess ... which category would it fall into? Let's say that the
individual was able to buy down the actual costs of the housing by giving ... instead of
giving the money to the County giving it straight to the nonprofit because we have some
constraints when we give money in terms of certain contractual things and certain
requirements. Would it be your opinion then that if they gave money straight to that
nonprofit which caused the cost of the housing to be less expensive would that be one
way of satisfying that requirement also?
MS. LEE: Yes, and I think that's a great idea.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, thank you very much, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Johnson. Members, any additional questions? Ms. Lee, also
in your, in your requirements, your proposal, this, this would also include, urn ... I, I
guess concurrency?
MS. LEE: I, I don't have it, urn . . . yes, at the mInImum concurrency with regard to
construction.
CHAIR MATEO: Yeah, okay.
MS. LEE: But not with regard to the in-lieu contributions.
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CHAIR MATEO: Yeah, yeah, yeah, urn ... and then ... I guess I'll save it for later, but
Members if there's no more questions for Ms. Lee, we'll move on, we'll move on with
the next, next proposal, uh ... Ms. Lee thank you very much.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman
CHAIR MATEO: Yes, Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: You plan to go by each proposal and then have us talk, talk
about it as a Committee or ...
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Hokama, we're gonna allow each one of those, uh ... entity that
submitted a proposal to talk to us about how they crafted their proposal relative to the
requirements. We have the opportunity to ask them questions directly with them. When
all three are done, we as a group will be able to again, urn, address each of the specific
categories at which point we will be able to either come up with proposed numbers
ourselves or deal with the numbers that had been proposed to us by these three different
entities.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
question--

Okay, uh . . . then, then if I just may ask for a quick

CHAIR MATEO: Please, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --for Director Lee.
CHAIR MATEO: Go right ahead, please.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Since also in the in-lieu option, she and her department is
also providing us that one is land as well as facilities or certain type of services that may
be provided as a way to satisfy requirements. Maybe if we can ask the Director if they
have a proposal for us of how we would view the land, the land size(?) is, is it like so
many square feet per unit? And if there's 50 units then we would multiply out that
square feet to come up with a land donation proposal or something. Director.
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Lee.
MS. LEE: Yes, we don't have that calculation available but we take that into consideration.
What the bare minimum is that the appraised value of the land cannot be less than what
the in-lieu contribution would have been, cash contribution. And the other thing Council
member I noticed that's missing it's actually, urn, lots are also allowed.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Lands or lots.
MS. LEE: Land or lots.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. Do you have an additional, a comment to help us with
your other option which would be the services or, or, uh, I guess public facilities?
MS. LEE: We left that open. It really up to the Council what they wanna do in the case of a
situation where there may be a dire need for some kind of facility or whatever, a clinic,
whatever, you know, is needed instead of housing. Of course housing is needed, but
there might be a situation where a certain kind of facility may be needed more urgently at
the time.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I would say maybe you've already foresaw some of the
things that, Chairman, I think the Director hit a good point of option for us 'cause one of
the things that our Clerks Department face is, uh, because of expansion of communities is
our current lack of polling places. So that kind of public facility that maybe could be
multiple use but could also assist us in polling places since traditional schools are going
to year-round calendars ability too for us to have a sufficient facilities to provide our
services is being very much taxed at this time, Chairman. So thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Ms. Lee, thank you very much. Ms.
Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chairman. Ms. Lee, I was very pleased to hear
you say that you're going to be following HUD guidelines. I was hoping that ... this
appears to be a policy change for your department because there was and has been used a,
urn, Department of Housing and Human Concerns median income guideline. And I had
asked several meetings back, Mr. Chair, if using that instead of the HUD guideline would
foreclose the use of other HUD programs. And so I'm glad to hear Ms. Lee say that
they're going to stick to the HUD guidelines, and it was my understanding that that
question would be posed in writing to the Department, and I don't see that it has been,
but I would appreciate, Ms. Lee, if you could possibly what you just outlined for us this
morning if you could submit that in writing to the Committee because I think it's a very
important issue and just to have it on the record, urn, there are many Members here who
are not here today and I think it would be important to have that in writing in this
Committee to fallback on. So would that be possible, Ms. Lee?
MS. LEE: Yes. Can the, can the Chair send a ...
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Request.
MS. LEE: ... request in writing, please?
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Yes, we will. Ms. Anderson we will.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much, Ms. Lee. Thank you, Ms. Anderson. We're gonna
move on to the next, uh ... proposal and it's the one done by Maui Nui Housing Task
Force so if Mr. Giovanni can, can join us. And once again, Mr. Giovanni, if you could
just tell us what your figures represent, how they were derived, and what these numbers
mean in terms of addressing the need for affordable housing in this County.
MR. ROSATI: Sure. Good morning, Chair. Good morning, Members. Again, thank you, Mr.
Mateo for keeping us on the front burner, uh, it's a crisis and I appreciate that you're
addressing it in that way.
Urn ... before ... there's just one slight deviation I wanna make before I talk about those
numbers and that is if you go at the bottom ofthe first page, and I wanna point out on that
. . . see that second to the last line, one of the provisions of our policy is that the
administrating body for the policy would prepare quarterly and annual reports, and
included in this would be a list of applicants that are qualified and separated by each
district on the island where they have a preference for a home and by income categories.
So you would have accurate information four times a year on what the need is and where
the people are that have the need 'cause I think that's crucial to understand that how can
you make good decisions without that kind of information.
So that given and going back up to the rates and when we ... when the committee that
worked on this--again, a very diverse committee, uh, a lot of professionals in the industry,
uh, attorneys, etcetera--we found that nationwide we looked at both the County of
Hawaii's policy and some policies on the mainland, the range for affordable inclusive
ordinances is 15 to 25 percent and so that seems to be what other communities have
settled on as a reasonable range so that guided what we thought about.
The other point I wanna make is that the way we set the proposal up is that all of those
numbers are established by resolution. When you have that accurate information four
times a year you know what the needs are, you know where the need is, what price range
of need is that, you can modify these numbers by changing that resolution however
frequently you need to. You know we're at a crisis level right now. Twenty percent is
probably inadequate to meet the need in my opinion, uh, but it's the highest percentage
that I could get consensus on within my group. As time goes on, if market conditions
could change, you know, prices change, interest rate change, whatever, you have the
flexibility to modify that, uh, rapidly.
With regards to 25 percent for offsite , the rationale behind that is that we want to
encourage communities in which the affordable homes are integrated into communities
and not create communities where the affordable homes are stigmatize or separate. And
then when we go to cash in-lieu fees at 40 percent the rationale there is that what the
County needs is homes for the working people not money. If we have money but we
have no land with infrastructure to build on, it's not gonna put people in homes. What
we need is the homes so that was created as a disincentive, to get the homes built that's
what we need.
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I noticed in that block as well that I'm speaking from right now that something is omitted
is similar in our policy in terms of the Department of Housing and Human Concerns
policy and that is in regards to the change in business or, uh, a change in zoning to
business or industrial. We also recommended that a study be performed to determine
what the requirements are.
So I hope that I addressed what your concerns were or questions.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. And maybe just for clarification at this point, Mr. Giovanni, your
reference to, uh, this would be cash in-lieu of the 40 percent-MR. ROSATI: ill-huh.
CHAIR MATEO: --being recommended. For clarification purposes what we're saying is the
average price of the market rate, if the home will be, it'll cost ... the price of the home is
$500,000. Five hundred thousand times 40 percent, the in-lieu cash payment would be
$200,000.
MR. ROSATI: Correct.
CHAIR MATEO: This is the, this is the, uh, vehicle to not really accept cash but the wanting for
the home. This is, uh ...
MR. ROSATI: Yeah, you know, and that said certainly there are instances where the cash could
be useful for a project that may not be attractive to the market, an elderly apartment
complex, something of that nature, urn ... and so it, we believe that it should be a part of
the policy, but we believe where the critical need right now is for homes for working
families and so we're creating an incentive to build the homes so that the working
families can afford.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. So this, this in essence is a disincentive to look at in-lieu cash but to
actually deliver the product.
MR. ROSATI: Exactly.
CHAIR MATEO: Yeah, thank, thank you. Okay, urn ... Members, any questions for Mr.
Rosati. Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chairman. Good morning, Mr. Rosati and thank
you for your comments, and I can concur with you that the percentage is, uh, it needs to
be higher. I think we're in a crisis, at a point where we need housing now. I don't
foresee the market cooling down for some time because Maui is such a place in demand
not only for young families that wanna stay here and become a part of our community
you have people from elsewhere who wanna not only visit Maui but they wanna live
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here, and simple economics will tell us that when supply is low and demand is high
prices will stay pretty stable.
I just wanted to get clarification on your, your percentage. What do you feel ... so
you're saying basically something like 50 percent is what, uh, you as the task force ... or
maybe in your personal opinion as a member of that task force, is that something that you
would recommend?
MR. ROSATI: I, I, personally I doubt that 50 percent is viable. You know we find that with
201G, for example, that requires 50 percent but there's lots of other, uh, the relaxation of
requirements, you know, for a project and so every project is different. And this would
be my personal opinion that 50 percent is probably would, uh, slow the creation of homes
for working families, but somewhere in that range, you know, as it goes up and the
developer looks at a project he's gonna say it's not worth it, it's not worth the risk 'cause,
you know, if ... whatever, you know, additional costs, interest rates change, etcetera,
those are all risks that a developer has to play with, and so at some point in there you get
that percentage too high and it's not gonna work.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And so at some point you have to I guess strike a balance
where you don't wanna create a disincentive for a developer not to do affordable housing
period involving your project.
MR. ROSATI: Absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: So something you're looking at above 20 percent but ... well,
maybe a lot lower than 50. So 25 to 30 percent is that something?
MR. ROSATI: You know I wouldn't speak for the Task Force-COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Right.
MR. ROSATI: --on what we didn't come to as a group 'cause this was a very diverse group and
it was, you know, a lengthy discussions about that number, and I would say nobody
argued for less than 15 in my recollection, urn, and 20 percent was where we found
common ground.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, any additional questions? Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Urn ... also, Giovanni, would you be looking at concurrency
is that one of your requirements?
MR. ROSATI: Absolutely. Yeah. Yeah. For every ... ifit's 20 percent, uh, every four market
units we'll require one affordable unit to be built.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, now, in, in so, and I don't know whether you
discussed this or not, but I know on your commercial, you know, you wanted a study, but
when you're looking at the results of this study, would you say that that should be paid
for with each individual project kind of what Ms. Lee was saying? Or would you look at
it just saying on a specific project let's say it's a retail complex, and you do a study that
was required and then based on that study for that specific development they would then
pay a certain amount for the housing, is that the way you envision it or would you want
something over a period of time and then nobody would pay anything in the interim?
MR. ROSATI: Uh ... personally I'd say that, you know, that's back to that problem of what the
County needs is homes not, urn, money and, you know, with our proposal in terms of
requiring a study, the study would certainly indicate what the need is in terms of the
number of homes and the area that they should be located in. I would think that that
would be better dealt with specifically to a project, you know, ifit's an application from a
landowner that has land nearby that would likely be developable, you know, perhaps
requiring land or project would be better than cash, but that's a ... it's, urn ... it's too
unknown for me to comment on I guess I'd say.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: But basically you'd favor that if a study were done that was
specific to each project, whatever the resulting numbers were or demographic developed
out of that study that the money should be collected at that point if that's what's required?
MR. ROSATI: I think that would be the spirit of the Task Force, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
MR. ROSATI: And I'd add to that then that our priority was always get the home built, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, that, that I think, you know, and I can't speak for
others, but I think that that is the immediacy of the need is to get the home constructed.
Thank you very much, Giovanni.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Mr. Giovanni, in your committee discussion was part of the
discussion inclusive of small family subdivisions?
MR. ROSATI: Oh, definitely.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. And, and, and in terms of size, uh, of the subdivisions the discussion
was in terms of number of lots, two, three, four, five, I mean can you give me an idea?
MR. ROSATI: Yeah, that again, you know, was a topic of extended debate and that's where we
settled on the ten units. So if someone is dividing their land to ten or more units I think
it's reasonable to say it's not a family subdivision.
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CHAIR MATEO: Uh-huh. But small family subdivisions like upwards to maybe four, four lots,
uh, discussion that occurred or did it occur that perhaps a waiver?
MR. ROSATI: The, uh, any project that was less than ten units, you know, ten units being
created would be exempt from our requirement.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay, thank you. And listening to what you have shared with us relative to
the numbers, would it be appropriate to assume that the numbers that Maui Nui had
submitted on your proposal these are virtually starting points?
MR. ROSATI:: I'd give them a little more weight than that, you know, because I spent many,
many hours working with a lot of people.
CHAIR MATEO: No. No, I'm not, I'm not, you know, making any less. I'm saying that you
know like-MR. ROSATI: Yeah.
CHAIR MATEO: --the organization is flexible enough to look at what you have submitted as a
starting point for discussion where it could go higher, it could go lower, whatever the-MR. ROSATI: Oh, absolutely, absolutely. And again making that point that the numbers were
set by resolution and they should be dynamic, yeah.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay, thank you very much. Members, any questions, additional questions
for Mr. Giovanni? Okay, thank you very.
MR. ROSATI: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: All right, we're gonna move to the next proposal that was submitted by Maui
Tomorrow.
NOTE:

Pause.

MR. LESTER: Good morning, Mr. Chair. I'll swap hats now.
CHAIR MATEO: Good morning, Mr. Lester.
MR. LESTER: How are you?
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. And, and again, Mr. Lester, what we're looking at is if you can tell us
what the figures represent and how they were derived and what these numbers mean in
terms of (end oftape IB) affordable housing needs for this County.
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MR. LESTER: Okay, thank you, Mr. Chair. Well, first of all I wanted to say that I'm sorry that
Mr. Michaels can't be here and I'd be doing my best to answer the questions. If I could
have a little bit of a preclude. One of the points is that it's an ongoing, we're, we keep
working on what's here and we'll be working with MEO as well on the numbers and the
things that we're working with.
Housing which is affordable, the first, the first portion we're talking about is definition of
affordable. We're looking at 80 to 120 percent, urn ... of the median household income
as determined by HUD. We have no problems with lowering that number, you know,
towards 50 percent because we have a whole raft of folks that are, that have a need below
80 percent so we would like to take a look at that as well. We would like to expand that.
In talking with some of the Council members, another thing that has come up is the
possibility of trying to have a, uh, an area between 120 and say 200 percent that may
actually be taken contextually as a separate area. In other words trying to have a buffer
for folks that are over what we're looking at as median, but that's another, that's
something for another day.
Eligibility requirements, urn, we're setting up a criteria to be established by Maui
Affordable Housing Authority. One of the things we're gonna ask for is a State tax
returns for prequalification, and I think that's the only, urn, that's pretty self-explanatory
on that side.
I'd like to go to ... kind of point out some of the ... I guess one of the things to do is to
try to point out some of the points that are a little different on the Maui Tomorrow side.
We're looking at the possibility of permanent affordable housing. In other words actually
having an inventory of housing for a long period of time. We're looking at something
that's affordable to subsequent purchasers for the life of the unit so that's a very
important point. That's one of the ways that we'd be satisfying the housing requirements.
We wanted to ensure that this was all encompassing. We'd be looking at timeshare units
to be considered as part, as residential units. So we'd bring that into the matrix or into
part of the way of working. We're also working at four or more dwelling units to be
considered into the matrix as well because we see that there's, there are a lot of small
developments. And if it's under ten then that means that all we'll do is drift the luxury
developers towards building one, two, three, four, five units, and four below it kind of
gives us some sort of mark to really work with, and again we're flexible on that to
perhaps even being lower than that. We're looking at hotel and resort developments to be
part of it.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Lester.
MR. LESTER: Yes, sir.
CHAIR MATEO: Ifwe could please just stay on, in the matrix.
MR. LESTER: Most certainly, yes, sir.
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CHAIR MATEO: Urn ... housing requirements.
MR. LESTER: Okay.
CHAIR MATEO: And it's just that line that we're, we're looking at right now-MR. LESTER: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: --and yours would be on the last column.
MR. LESTER: Okay, thank you. So standard development would be 25 percent affordable
requirement, urn ... and priority processing being 33 percent. We do go along with the
Maui Nui Afford [sic} Housing Task Force in a statement that we are actually more after
ensuring that land or housing is given versus funds. We really want to stress that that's
the majority of what we're working. Luxury developments, urn, again there would be a
rate to be determined by MARA, the affordable housing authority. Hotel and resort one
for every four employees. Commercial and industrial developments one for every four
employees. And I'd like to segue this for just one second. Whenever A&B decided to go
for I think it's 134 or 130 acres oflight industrial on the other side of where Wal-Mart is
and those areas over there they said they had over 5,000 ... before the Land Use
Commission, State Land Use Commission they said they had over 5,000 new employees
that they would be employing. At the same time they said they would have no impact on
affordable housing. Under this we would've ended up with 100 plus units of affordable
housing off of that matrix so it would give us something. And I would also like to state
that, you know, we can definitely take the time to do development and policies and to see
what a real number is in the future, but like any business we're actually losing capital as
we're waiting and doing stUdying, and just as running it as a business as far as the County
why don't we capture those funds now and adjust that as necessary.
Next is affordable housing is developed offsite the requirement doubles. And once again
we concur with, with Affordable Housing Task Force, with MEO. We want to see it built
together. My personal opinion on this is that if we don't do this we end up with enclaves
of people that don't know each other. That's not what Maui's been about since I lived
here. I very much like to see it together. There's a richness to the local way ofliving and
I would really like to see that passed on to the new people that would be coming in.
Cash in-lieu between 30 and 35 percent of the higher of the average or median price sales
on the market dwellings, lots and rental units. This ... I think it comes out fairly close to
what the MEO ... they're looking at median, we're looking at the higher end, but I think
by the time we're finished we're looking at about the same.
And I'd like to come back to Councilmember Molina with what he was speaking of too
as we're working here. I think it was an excellent point. There are two basic things
we're looking at. One is if the housing bubble burst because of the interest rates go high
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we're gonna end up with a down tum. I would suggest that we're in a different economy,
we're in a world economy now. We have Chinese coming in. I know Europeans that are
coming in because the dollar is cheap. As our economy goes down their economies
become stronger. There will ... in my opinion there will always be for the next 25 years
plus a market ... India's market's pulling in, Chinese market is pulling in, the euro is
going very strong. This is the premier place to live for a lot of people. They will drive
the luxury market. So I just wanted to put that as part of the thought.
The administrating agency again, uh, Maui Affordable Housing Authority to be
established. This is something that can be done over a period of time. You can put your
checks in. You can bring other experts in. This also takes it out of the realm of the
politics as much. You can also put in mechanisms where you can control the housing
authority, ensure that you have established criteria for reporting, urn, that can all be put in
to, to take care of your concerns. MARA's authority is similar to the-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Lester, we're just, we're just dealing with the housing requirements, uh,
the discussion on the additional items on the matrix is gonna be held for another day.
MR. LESTER: I apologize. This is what happens when you get a pitch in a right. I got a bat I
swing everywhere.
CHAIR MATEO: No, no problem. But I'd like to ask you, you know-MR. LESTER: Sure.
CHAIR MATEO: Maui Tomorrow's standard development numbers is 25 percent. There is
also the requirement for priority processing which goes up to 33 percent. Can you, would
you know the rationale in these numbers how they were se1ected-MR. LESTER: Established?
CHAIR MATEO: --and used.
MR. LESTER: Well, the numbers as everyone else's we're trying to, to ... you know we've
looked across also nationally to see what's working there. The 33 percent is to ... is if
they want to step up, if a developer wants to step up in the queue we're incentivizing
them to increase their affordable. That's basically it. In other words we're setting up a
prioritization based on how much they're willing to work with their affordable. And the
rationale behind that to my understanding is once again that, that the needs of the Maui
people come first that's the most important thing. The question becomes are we here to
serve the developers or we here to serve the people? And the people ... the development
is gonna be part of the people but, you know, who comes first.
CHAIR MATEO: So the priority processing the higher the percentage of the affordable
component the faster the project gets heard.
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MR. LESTER: Yes, sir.
CHAIR MATEO: It's more or less that's what ...
MR. LESTER: Yes, Mr. Chair, that's exactly what it is.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay, okay, great. And then if you can comment on the luxury
developments. Maui Tomorrow indicates luxury developments where there would be an
increased rate to be determined. So lUxury developments are we talking the high-end
million dollar estate type projects?
MR. LESTER: Yes, sir, we are.
CHAIR MATEO: The expectation for affordables would not be based on the standard
development. What formula would we use to . . . that is what the agency would
determine?
MR. LESTER: Yes, Mr. Chair, that's exactly it. In other words the higher the number the, the
more the percentage would shift in, in that direction so this is my understanding. And
this is not an area that I'm very familiar with this particular portion of the, of the area of
the matrix. That will be answered, urn ... Richard will be back in about ten days.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, any questions for Mr. Lester? Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Sean, thank you very much for coming and doing your
best to pitch it.
MR. LESTER: You're welcome.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: The one ... and I'm just assuming because I read the full
proposal before but the commercial and industrial development that's one for every four
employees that's fulltime is that correct?
MR. LESTER: That's correct. It's, urn ... it's generating ... any site generating more than 50
new employees on a fulltime basis would be one affordable for every four time
equivalent job, yes, you're correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. All right, thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Additional questions? Seeing none. Mr. Lester, thank you very much.
MR. LESTER: Sure.
CHAIR MATEO: Oh, I'm sorry, go ahead, Ms. Anderson.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. Hi, Sean. Thanks for being here.
MR. LESTER: You're welcome.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: If you could just maybe expound on I guess your policy,
you're saying affordable units must remain affordable for the life of the unit. Is, is, have
you developed a way to effectuate that and within your proposal . . . and did you
consider ... did you consider the ability for first-time homeowner to, to enjoy some kind
of equity so that they can move to the next level?
MR. LESTER: Thank you, Mr. Chair, for that. I, I wanted to state that, urn, we're working on
that. The numbers we reali ... , we recognize that the numbers that we had in our proposal
were low as far as the equity return and we believe that should be increased and that
should be something that we will be working on. Absolutely they should be able to get
return for the period of time that they are there absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And so you're working on a mechanism that would allow
the, the first-time buyer to enjoy some equity in order to move on, but then also to resell
that existing, that existing unit at an affordable price.
MR. LESTER: Yes, Mr. Chair, that's correct. And the thing about that is we, we recognize as
the first-time homebuyer they need to have some equity to be able to move up to the next
tier and we actually would like to have that. We wanna keep it where it kind of more like
what it was before the housing rocket took off where you can make an actual amount on
the home for a period oftime but then it's not, it's not the speculatory [sic} point that it is
right now that's basically what we're after. And once again, Richard wi11 be able to
answer that question much better than I can.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Sean.
MR. LESTER: You're quite welcome. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Lester, uh ...
MR. LESTER: Yes, sir.
CHAIR MATEO: In ... I'm not sure whether you, you're aware of it. During the Maui
Tomorrow's group discussions, uh, any discussion that included exemptions for small
family subdivisions?
MR. LESTER: This would be one that Mr. Michaels would have to answer for that. I apologize.
I would ensure ...
CHAIR MATEO: No problem.
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MR. LESTER: As a matter of fact I will actually get you an answer for that immediately by
tomorrow.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, any additional questions? Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chairman. Good morning, Mr. Lester. Could I
get little bit more specifics on your proposal for having the Maui Affordable Housing
Authority in terms of the makeup and I guess would the oversight be through the
Department of Human Concerns, urn ... can you offer us some little bit more details on
that?
MR. LESTER: Sure. Once again, and once again I'll say Mr. Michaels will be back and be able
to answer to more. It's my understanding that that will be the purview of the Council.
We want to take that from a single individual which will change ... you know we'd
rather ... here we have a makeup of what the, the, urn, the people have spoken and then
put into place as far as authority. We'd far rather have that than a political appointee be
the single person that oversees an authority of this magnitude. Because of its necessity to
be overseeing from a lot of different directions with open scrutiny, uh, it's my
understanding that we would far rather have Council be the purview and the over viewer
of that particular authority.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, thank you.
MR. LESTER: You welcome.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Molina. Any additional questions? Thank you very much
Mr. Lester.
MR. LESTER: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Members at this time the Chair will take a short, a short recess at this time
and when we return we will initiate our discussion and try to see where we go with
numbers, percentages, etcetera. We will reconvene at 10:40. We're in recess .
. .(gavel) . .

RECESS:

10:26 a.m.

RECONVENE:

10:43 a.m.

CHAIR MATEO: .. .(gavel) . .. Good morning, the meeting will reconvene. Members, at, at,
right before the break we concluded with each of the three different proposals that
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focused in on the housing requirements of each of these submissions. At this particular
point in time, Members, we heard how the numbers were derived. We were given
information on the individual's responses based on justification and rationale in coming
up with these numbers. Members, it is, uh ... I guess you know we need to take the bull
by the hom and it's now our tum. It's up to us to take a look at the recommendations
provided to us and to see whether or not there is common ground among us to identify
percentages or numbers that we can at least start the discussions with, and I'd like to start
from the very first one which will be the item, uh, the for sale or rental units dealing with
both on-site and offsite recommendations. The Department of Housing and Human
Concerns identifies 15 percent; Maui Nui Housing Task Force identifies a 20 percent;
Maui Tomorrow recommends a 25 percent affordable. That number is also comes with a
caveat relative to priority processing which brings the requirement up to 33 percent. We
have a good array. Members, the floor's open for discussion. Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Of course, because we have such a demand I'm gonna go for
the higher percentage and, and, you know, I guess just looking at this Mr. Chair, when
we're looking at those percentages or the ranges, the one component that I do like is the
prioritization. If you're willing to provide more than just the minimum, that I, I don't
know. Maybe you call it line jumping or whatever, but I think that that, that also is
something within that range is very important whether you're applying it to, you know,
the 15 percent of20 or the 25. I think that, uh, that would give a little bit more flexibility.
So I'm more inclined to go with what's recently been offered as a part of! guess some of
the projects we've been reviewing which has been a bottom line of25 percent. So I think
that for me anyway Mr. Chair that would be a minimum starting point. I think if you're
looking at the offsite definitely we have to have a greater percentage when it's offsite
because, you know, if you're working where you're gonna be constructing the homes,
and there's concurrency, you're gonna be building those homes right there on, on your
site whereas with another development there's also some issues with regard to
concurrency because what would happen for example if someone would be doing a
housing project ... let's even say it was Lokahi and they ran into a stumbling block.
Now, if you're tying it to an offsite project where you're partnered up with someone else
that could actually cause delays in your own projects. So there's some good things,
there's some, you know, not so good things, but I think it should be, if it's not gonna be
integrated I think it should be a higher percentage also if it's offsite. So that is my take
on what I've seen so far today.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay, and, and just, just to, um ... provide you the additional comparison,
Department is saying offsite 15 percent, Maui Nui looks at a 25 percent, and Maui
Tomorrow indicates a double. So the double would end up, uh, 50 percent, okay.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh-huh. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, any additional questions, comments? Mr. Hokama.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman ... well, you let me know if I'm kind of straying
from your, your planned intentions. I know we're looking at methods or options to how
to satisfy requirements.
CHAIR MATEO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: But if, if I may start some comments by saying that maybe
you would like to consider as our Chairman maybe some of the basic guidelines or
directives or direction the County would like to go. You know it appears that either we
providing housing for the have-nots because the market is for haves. I would like to hope
that our community is greater than haves and have-nots and we can continue to encourage
a middle class society, a middle class housing program. And so for me, Chairman, I state
that, that in, in how I'm planning to look in satisfying housing requirements is to call
things what it is, and maybe we need to have a component or a directive that deals with
subsidized housing and that would be for incomes from ... yeah, we're gonna need the
professionals, Director Lee and her Department's assistance in what may be those income
levels. Anything under 100 percent, anything under 120, I'm not sure. And what is the
true affordability for our so-called middle class if ... and I'm, you know, I'm hoping it
still exist in this County and what is that component, and how we address providing units
for them in that category, and then of course as people have called it the wild, wild west
or the open market program, uh, but I would hope that there's room for us to maintain,
encourage or even expand the middle class which is ... I would hope we would look at
the truly affordable component area. So saying that, Chairman, maybe, you know, as part
of the affordabilities and the percentages, uh, what I throw out to the Members of this
Committee as well as our other colleagues is, uh ... you know the Director brought up
conditions of zoning and land use approvals. Well, maybe if you already have
community plan amendment, you already have zoning, and you wanna do a housing
project, maybe one thing this Committee can use as a policy is either a lower requirement
because it's already been zoned and community plan designated, uh, for projects that
need zoning and community plan maybe their, it would, their requirement would be
doubled, tripled because it was never part of a earlier discussion of where the community
wanted to grow and what type of land use they wanted in certain areas. So I throw that
out as well as the type of review and requirements we would set for those that need full
review, all designations change from community plan even maybe general plan revisions,
community plan revisions, change in zoning, uh, so I bring that up again, but I think one
thing I thank the Director is the Council has learned we need to set triggers, Chairman.
Good intentions and good will is out the door for me. I want it very clear when the
County of Maui can expect to have its compliances to requirements. And I think Ms. Lee
brought up as one option the in-lieu of the cash side is pretty much squared away that it's
an up front thing, and so maybe we would say once you start construction all of the
required compliance housing is either 50 percent upfront first before you do one of the
others or some way to put some meat, teeth, and penalties if it's not met in compliance.
So I, I would say that, Chairman, I will look at it as far as the affordables I'm open to the
range. I think maybe Ms. Lee's right where we need to understand the global economy's
impact, or just require Council within three to five years a required review and revision if
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necessary to our policies, as well as maybe set as an attachment to the Code. I'm
assuming, Chairman, that we will pass a policy and have it in the Code, that maybe an
attachment or part of the Code would provide the direction guidelines. It maybe state the
County expects in five years 2010 fifteen hundred affordable units in these ranges either
by partnership, the County will construct it, whatever options. If maybe we set those
goals it might be easier for people to understand where we wanna go and how we wanna
achieve those goals. But one of the things I would ask and toss out as far as the in-lieu is
maybe we should consider setting the dwelling price of what is it should be, and let's say
a family of four 100 percent. What do you think, Chairman, they could afford what 250,
$260,000 house at 100 percent median income? But maybe we'll say that is the price we
set. You wanna do your market you doing ... if it takes you 500,000 to build that
affordable you can only subtract 250 and you give the County $250,000. You can bring
it in at 250 then great would be zero. But that would put the burden on the ability to
construct, the ability to negotiate good prices, uh, as another way of maybe how we
would look at that in-lieu cash, Chairman. But I would hope also, Chairman, before I
relinquish the floor is that we've heard the term "family subdivisions" today. True
family subdivisions I don't have a problem, but if you look at Paia-Haiku the thousands
of building permits have gone up never went through review, didn't contribute to the
water system, road system . . . then maybe we need to say you wanna do that type of
small subdivision maybe we need to say then add the sales portion, the transaction if it's
over the, an amount that we believe is fair you will pay a percentage of your total sale
price then to the County. 'Cause why should we exempt a three subdivision that selling
three houses at $5 million each from contributing their share? They're not helping the
affrodables, they not helping the long-term rental so why shouldn't we ask them to pay
their fair share even on small developments if you wanna be a market developer. So I
think we, we need to look at also ... I think Mr. Cook I thought he bared a good, good
comments, Chairman, about maybe we should also look at minimum standards of square
footage and dwelling sizes because if we believe that the first time buyers gonna come in
for one 10,000 square foot lot, three bedrooms, two baths, two-car garage and expect a
$250,000 or $200,000 house ... I think we not going ever make the marks, but what's
wrong with starters 5,000 square foot lots, 6,000 just R-1 minimums, three bedrooms,
one-and-a-half baths, thousand square foot house ... again, I'm not, I don't know if
that's the magic numbers, Chairman, but you cannot expect the dream house to be the
affordable house or the subsidized house. And I bring that up because I'm very much
aware and I will continue to advocate for the resident employee, but it has to be within
reasonable and achievable parameters, Chairman.
And my last comment is on business industrial. I don't have a problem trying something,
Chairman, and changing it if it's not working. With all respect to the Department and
others, uh ... I'm willing to take a chance on what is already implemented and going on
in other jurisdictions and see if there's something they can fit for us including a square
foot formula maybe that can be assessed at the building permit stage and have them work
out a contribution.
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CHAIR MATEO: Uh-huh, yeah, Mr. Hokama, if I may, the concept that you speak of, which is
the square footage design, you at another meeting referenced it or commented on it then.
Could you expand that for us this morning so we get a better idea of, urn, the, the
recommendation that you're kind of like wanting us to consider based-COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: San Diego County ... and again, Chairman, it's a big county
compared to us, okay. They're over half a million, you know, they're considered larger
counties, over half a million people in their county, we're at 150. But San Diego has
chosen to go to a formula of (end of tape 2A) square footage at building permit is what
you okay to their housing program. Because it's pretty hard to do at the conceptual of
saying you owe us two units, two new houses or two rentals or this when you're not sure
exactly what would be built under commercial business. So they've approached it by to
be fair when you come in with your building plans and your square footage, your specific
square footages and types of use, you'll be placed in the appropriate formula, and the
calculation is made that they know up front prior to getting those approvals of their
potential contributions to the housing program. It's something that I've discussed with
Mr. Kunihisa who did this, a study that the Land Use Commission required another
applicant regarding a Waiko project. And Mr. Kunihisa is aware that is how other
jurisdictions have approached it. I'm just saying, Chairman, it may not work for us but at
least there's something already working that we can review and say can that work for us
here because we are well aware, we are well aware, Chairman, we will have business
commercial requests coming to the Council in a reasonable near future. And I think it
would be helpful for those that come before us to have a sense of how we will be
approaching residential workforce, residential employee housing needs, and trying to
guess and think what nine Members mayor may not agree to I think that would be fair
for everyone, Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Members, any additional questions? Mr., Mr.
Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Chairman. Although not a Member of the
Committee I just like to share my comments. First of all with regards to the percentages
for affordable housing requirements I, I can be open to a starting point of 20 percent for
not only the sale of affordable units but as well as the rentals and quite possibly maybe a
higher percentage for sale and rental units that are offsite as well.
The cash in-lieu fees I think a good starting point for me a percentage of 30 percent and
I ... the idea that some entities are considering basing that percentage on market units
rather than affordable units I think we need to be creative in terms of, uh, not to say to
discourage the building of market units but, yes, there is a demand for it, but I think the
greater demand exist for affordable units to keep our local residents here. And,
Chairman, when I say local residents it has nothing to do with skin color. It's more about
people who are committed to Maui County for the long term and who share the same core
value system that Maui County or the State of Hawaii has been known for the, promoting
the spirit of aloha and helping each other. That's how I look at a person who is local at
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heart and who has been born and raised here all these years to lose them because of not
having an opportunity to have a home here would simply be tragic. It's been stated the
crisis is here. I can foresee it only getting worse and the economy is still gonna be hot.
Globally you have many people that are visiting here. As I sated earlier, they're visiting
but they wanna stay here and it comes with a cost because it's gonna start to displace the
people that have, uh ... the keiki 0 ka aina if you will, Mr. Chairman, and I think we
need to respect the people that have been here, the long time residents as well, and we are
gonna impact our future resources. I think it's been said before about the brain drain.
We started losing our good, young minds here who are moving elsewhere to give their
talents we all lose in this whole matter. I just recently came back from a conference and I
bumped into several Hawaii and Maui County residents and you talk to them all of 'em
wanna come back to Hawaii someday, but the reason they have been displaced is because
of no opportunity for houses.
So, Chairman, I'm open to, uh, taking a very aggressive stance with this policy. It may
be deemed a gamble by some, but in a time of crisis you have to take risk, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Molina. Members, any additional questions or comments?
No. Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Urn ... I, you know, and, and I apologize because I, you
know, even though Ms. Anderson is not a Member of the Committee she has items that
she would like to share too, but I just . . . I wanted to get the Committee thinking also
along the lines of what, urn, Council Chair Hokama was speaking about and that is what
is the trigger? Because when is this requirement going to actually be occurring? And I
think that in certain situations I'll look at agricultural lands, for example. You have a
6,000 square foot home with a second dwelling built on it and they pay nothing into the
affordable housing component. Right now I've been told by people who run farming
operations that are, you know, very active, they're, they're facing a housing crisis right
now on ag land because the secondary dwellings that are really supposed to be built for
farm workers are not being utilized for farm workers. There's actually condominium
properties regimes in a lot of these agricultural subdivisions where now there's two
unrelated people and, yes, they're building their two dwellings. There's little or no
farming going on or what I call it phony farming, and then the secondary dwelling is not
according to HRS 205. It's being used for people that are totally unrelated that aren't
doing anything on the property other than just living in a smaller square footage home,
but these agricultural businesses are now importing labor from Thailand. I guess, you
know, some of the companies have been doing it for awhile. They have no place for their
farm workers to even live. So when you look at the trigger I look at agricultural land too
and it shouldn't may be necessarily be a subdivision. As Council Chair Hokama pointed
out perhaps it should be at the point in which they go for the building permit and maybe
look at the square footage of the dwelling or the price or the combination thereof if
there's an exemption where it is a legitimate family that is just coming in with a small
little dwelling that would be considered affordable, okay, then maybe they have an
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exemption mechanism so that you're not having an unattended consequences punishing
family-owned farms or small subdivisions. So I think that we have to really look, Mr.
Chair, at the trigger also, but I think we also have to look at the, the really serious
problem of every single home that's built. If it's not in the affordable range, if it's
something that's a luxury home it has an impact on our affordable housing inventory
because you're utilizing that land so it's land that's no longer available for anybody else
to build on. You're utilizing water, sewage, other resources, and who is gonna be living
there? Is it for speculation or is it for local people? And 1'd like to call I guess I would
say stakeholders 'cause when we come forward in our community meetings we always
look at who are the stakeholders. So for me, Mr. Chair, I think that that is gonna playa
big part in where we go with this policy because I still believe that when you build, uh, a
really expansive home, not necessarily expensive, but it's a sprawling kind of home, who
is that for? You know if it's a rental property I can understand that, but if it's just a
single-family home that's in, uh, market for being rented out that's gonna make a big
difference. So I wanna see the trigger, uh, really worked on and I would say that maybe
the Committee should consider looking at the building permit. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Johnson. Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. I appreciate the time. You know I
think that we need to really focus on who it is that we're addressing this, this program to,
urn ... so I have passed out to everybody a copy of the Final Report of the Hawaii
Housing Policy Study, urn, just a few pages from it, this was done by SMS Research and
Marketing, urn, for the year 2003. It's the most updated study that I could find and,
urn ... I just wanna make a point that, urn, Members, if you'll look at the very last page
of this study they break this study down by County, and for Maui County they have
broken down into various categories, what the income is per household member, what the
income is per household, and as we address affordable housing it, the HUD standards are
all by household and, and just so people is aware ... excuse me ... are aware the, the,
the income requirement and the subsequent house price that is affordable for that income
fluctuate depending on the number of members in the household. So if you are 100
percent, just to make it easy to understand, if you are at the 100 percent HUD income for
the County of Maui, uh, the figure that we're looking at generally is always for a
household of four, but that doesn't mean that if you are a single mother with two children
that you can't qualify because all of a sudden you are a household of three, urn ... so we
have to take that into consideration because not every family in the County of Maui is a
household of four. So I just wanna bring up that variable and I would hope, urn ... to
provide maybe a specific breakdown of how that works out Countywide because we do
now have data that shows us how many members are in a household and what the income
of that household is. And so on this last page that I reference, Members, you can note on
the bottom category where they discuss household income as a percent of the HUD
median, that 40 percent of the residents of Maui County are at the 100 percent or below
median income, 40 percent. So these are the people that we need to be focusing our
efforts on. Only 6 Yz percent of the people in this County earn up to 120 percent of the
median income. And then beyond that, urn, only 7 percent earn up to 140 percent of the
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median income. And then beyond 140 percent to whatever limit there might be, urn, it's
only 10.8 percent. So I think: it's very important for us to, urn, make sure that we are, as
we, urn ... develop this policy that the policy is actually geared to the people who are in
need, and so it's very important that we look at these statistics, Mr. Chairman, and
recognize that it is the 100 percent and below median income that, that is primarily in
need of housing. And, urn ... you know if you look at all of the HUD programs and
HUD's mission statement and whatnot, urn, that's their primary focus is people who are
100 percent and below the median income. And while it's easier for developers to
develop housing at the 120 and 140 percent median income, urn, does it really fulfill the
need? Is it only you know allowing those people, uh ... I mean we've heard time and
again how various affordable housing projects that went out, urn ... to qualified buyers
could not get enough qualified buyers and so they ended up opening it up to the open
market.
Other statistics that I've, I've included here, this is a very extensive study, and anybody
that wants to look at it all we received this year from this study ... the last study I saw on
this was done in 1997 and all of the Council members at that time, Mr. Chairman,
received a full copy of that study, but this time we only received an executive summary
and, urn, through no little effort, I might add, our office obtained a full copy of this study
which is ... you know four inches thick. So, urn, I would be happy to share that with
anyone who's interested and I'm still reviewing it because, urn ... of course I wanna
look at the parameters of the study, but for, for what we have right now this is at least
something, something to go by. The first table that I included in this handout, Members,
breaks down ... it's a demographic breakdown and it shows, urn ... mind you this is all
for 2003 but it's the closest we've got. It, it breaks down the number of adults in a
household, how many adults are employed in that household, urn . . . and what the
household size is to give us an idea of who we're addressing and, and what are the
numbers in a household. Oh, I'm sorry I'm ... yeah, that's the second one, okay. The
third one that I would like to point out which I think: is ... it's a very scary statistics, urn,
when you look ... there is a, you know, an ethnicity breakdown which I don't think: that,
that really applies to us in this situation so much, but the one I thought was interesting is
they breakdown the number of years somebody, uh . . . people have lived in Maui
County. And as you will see in this breakdown only, urn, we now only have 15 percent
of our population who are lifetime residents. The largest category of residents ... you
know I wanna check this because the numbers don't jibe.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: It's not right.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I mean they're saying that there are only 15 percent. This
cannot be right.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No, it's not right.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Our lifetime residents, however, the numbers don't jibe.
They show 19,790. I didn't look at this that carefully obviously.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON (spoke away from microphone): Forty five percent.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So that 15 percent is not correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: It's 45 percent.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Did you run the number?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No. It's just the, urn, the way it was copied. The way it was
copied (inaudible)
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Oh, okay. All right, well that is very heartening, uh ...
okay, so we have 45 percent of our residents which equals nearly 20,000 people that must
be households, urn ... are lifetime residents. Then we have 18.8 percent that make up 20
plus years on Maui and that's 8,210, uh, must be households. But I'm just offering these
statistics, Mr. Chair, because I think we need to have some actual basis of the, urn, people
that we're trying to address and, and, you know, if we don't have an actual profile of the
people that this program is suppose to address then, urn, we certainly aren't going to be
able to address the actual need that's out there. So I'm just throwing this out for the
Members to review and, urn, hopefully I will be able to bring more information and have
more time to review this study. So, anyway, that's one concern I have is that we make
sure that we have, urn ... a firm understanding of who it is that has the housing need in
Maui County and, and what their income levels are, and how we can shape this program
to address that.
The other thing I wanna share is . . . previous to 1990, the County of Maui built many
affordable housing projects, and while I appreciate this model that we're using now, Mr.
Chair, and I had hoped that there would've been, uh, time or an advocate to address the
current County Code Housing Policy 2.86 for affordable housing, I appreciate that it's
now been put on the matrix because it was my request to do so and if, if ... I would be
happy to take the lead on this maybe the next time around to advocate what I feel are
some very important provisions that are already in the Code that we could be utilizing,
urn ... and it seems that everyone has ignored it because its requirement is for 50 percent
affordable and, urn ... I think that percentage is yet to be determined by your Committee
and the Council as a whole and I look forward to that discussion, urn ... but at any rate
the model that, that we're looking at in all of these proposals depends on the development
community. It depends on a partnership with the developet [sic}, development
community. And as Ms. Lee noted earlier in her discussions, urn, there's many variables
that are beyond our control--fluctuating interest rates, how soft the market is, what size,
uh, or price that the developer is, is targeting their market units for those, those variables
are all beyond our control. But what's not beyond our control is, is the affordable
housing program that is already part of the County Housing Policy in Chapter 2.86 where
the County is the lead agency in developing affordable housing, and as I said this has
been done many times before. When we discussed this, urn . . . first started our
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discussions on this, urn, some old-timers contacted me and told me Michelle you need to
look at how Skill Village was developed. You need to look at the way that was done
because it was extremely successful and ... so I had my staff research that and, urn ...
Skill Village, urn, and, and Mr. Chair, I know this is really not part of what you wanted to
focus on today so I appreciate you allowing me this time. And at our next meeting and
subsequent to or prior to that meeting I'll be passing out the outline of which I'm
discussing today. But within the County Code Skill . . . back to Skill Village, it was
developed utilizing, urn, our County Housing Policy 2.86 as well as the Housing Interim
Financing and Buy-back Revolving Fund, which is in our County Code Chapter 3.32.
And what this fund allows or this, this Code, urn, provision allows for the County to take
out a loan up to $35 million from a bank to use that money to, to set up a affordable
housing project that will then be paid back by those people who buy into the project, uh,
thus it's a revolving fund and, urn ... I should've passed this out because I'm going more
into detail than I intended, Mr. Chair but, urn ... and I will, I will pass this out right now
just so Members might wanna follow along. There's only two of us here and you, Mr.
Chair, and my apologies, um, for not doing it sooner but ...
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Anderson, if you can keep it brief so we can go back to the-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I'll keep it very brief, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: --actual requirement, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I'm just trying to throw this into the mix because I think
we need to look at the overall issue and, and not, urn ... just narrow ourselves to one
model. We need to look at all of the options that are available to solving this crisis, and
while developers are very hesitant to build housing for the 100 percent and below we
have the tool to do that already, and it has been done successfully in the past. As I
mentioned, uh, Skill Village, Members, if you wanna look at the attached Chapter 3.32,
um ... it's actually the second to the last page in this packet. It lists 16 different housing
projects that were funded by this $35 million revolving fund.
Now, to get specific to Skill Village, which is one project that we did the research on,
Skill Village was a 46-acre parcel in upper Paia that, urn ... the County acquired from
A&B a 46-acre parcel. They built 145 new houses, house and lot packages on this parcel,
urn ... with 20 lots sold at the mid 20,000 price range and then there were some old I, I
imagine plantation homes that were also sold 20 of them, uh . . . and they only cost
occupants what the cost of improvements were to bring them up to speed I guess, but the
key was that the land was free, and it was only the cost of construction that was passed
onto the buyer. Mr. Ed Okubo, who is the Housing Division Administrator in the
County's Housing and Humans Concerns Department, he was the project manager for
these projects, and I would hope that you could invite him to come to this Committee to
discuss how these projects were done so that we can have a broader perspective on the
options that we have to address the crisis, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Okubo has spent quite a bit of time with my staff discussing this, and his, his
estimate of what it would cost at today's prices for a house and lot package for a
three-bedroom, one-and-half-bath house is 120 to $150,000. That's with land donated or
acquired by the County through the, uh ... requirement of conditions to a developer,
whatnot, there's many ways we can acquire the land. We can go out and buy it for that
matter, urn ... but that is a very valuable ... this program is a very valuable way for us to
address the needs of 40 percent of our population, Mr. Chair, and these are the people
who are the mainstay of our community that work two and three jobs to support their
families to be able to stay on Maui. And I don't know if any of you are renters, but I'm a
renter, Mr. Chairman. I was a former homeowner, but when I came to Maui I found it
impossible to break into the housing market even 25 years ago. So I have continued to be
a renter all these years and ... I know that ... I know the struggle that renters have to
find a decent roof over their heads to provide decent housing for their family, and so I
would hope ... and these are the people that are the 40 percent of our population, and
they're being squeezed out every year. The, the, the rental market is becoming more
narrow and the price ranges are increasing.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So I just bring this out, Mr. Chairman, because I would
hope that we could broaden our, our review and while I do appreciate the, urn, efforts that
everyone's taking and, and we seem to have members of our development community
who are stepping to the plate and wanting to, you know, help address our crisis, urn ...
there are many variables involved in that and so I see that as only one tool, that we have
other tools that we can use.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay, thank you, Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Urn ... urn ... and I too am a renter on this island so I share, I share, I have
similar concerns as well. Members, to kind of bring us back we are at this point
attempting to address and deal with and perhaps come up with minimum requirements
relative to the matrix and the information that, that we, urn ... had had the rest of the ...
the earlier part of the morning reviewing. Ms. Johnson you had indicated a starting point
and that's all this is today, Members. This is a starting point. This is the point where we
can initiate discussion. Nothing set in concrete because as we develop the minimum
requirements you better believe that more questions continue to surface, uh, but it helps
us more or less be able to look at the number we're talking about and the direction that
the policy needs to go in, you know, and all of us have a specific, specific issues relative
to the development of the total policy, but at this point that starting point is dealing with
the minimum requirements. So I'm throwing it back onto the Members to you. You've
had the opportunity to review the numbers, percentages, urn ... are we at any point in
consensus to numbers that we can use to initiate our ability to move the discussion
forward?
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: What specific numbers are you talking about percent of
affordable?
CHAIR MATEO: Yes. All, all on your matrix the item ... the methods to satisfying housing
requirements what we've gone through this morning.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I'd be happy to state my position, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Please, I'd be interested in hearing it.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Urn ... well, I'm gonna preface it by saying that, urn .
we have (end of tape 2B) the Hawaii State Plan, which is Chapter HRS 226. The
Hawaii State Plan, Mr. Chainnan, sets out policies and objectives, goals ... policies and
objectives that the State and all their subsidiary, which are the counties, urn, should
follow in directing and managing growth for the State and their counties. We're
obligated by law, Mr. Chainnan, to follow the mandate of the Hawaii State Plan in our
general plans and also subsequently our community plans which are part of the general
plan. And in many major land use entitlement requests there's also a requirement that the
project being reviewed must meet or be consist with the policies and objectives of the
State Plan, the County's general plan, and then the regional community plan of where the
project's being proposed. Environmental impact statements are suppose to address that,
Mr. Chainnan. State Land Use Commission, district boundary amendments are suppose
to address that, urn ... and in that County zoning changes must meet or be consist with
our general plan, urn ... the State plan is also included in that because our general plans
must meet the policies and objectives of the State plan.
Now I lay that framework out because, urn ... I believe that one of the policies in, in the
State Plan adopted by the State Legislature does have the force and effect of law. In that
policy for affordable housing says that we are to give priority in land use decisions to
housing that is meant for the residents of the State over housing that is intended to be sold
to nonresidents and, and that says priority. And I don't believe that we have done that. I
don't think that, urn ... we would not be in the crisis we're in today if we had given
priority to housing for the needs of our resident population. So I'm not willing to go as
far as this model where the developer is the lead in developing the housing. I'm not
willing to go below 50 percent because I think that, urn ... as we build housing that is
meant for nonresidents we are displacing land and resources that would be nonnally
available for our resident population and our working resident population is what built
this County, Mr. Chainnan. Their parents and their grandparents built this County, and
through their efforts have afforded the resources that we have today. So I'm, I'm strong
in that position. I will not waiver from that position. I have made land use decisions
based on that decision since I was elected to this Council, and I will stick finn on that
because you cannot solve a problem by going one step forward and two steps back, and
if, if we're gonna continue to build resident or market priced housing that most Maui
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residents will never be able to afford then we are not really finding balance and equity in
how we grow Maui for the future.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay, thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So that's my position. I appreciate your allowing me to
share that.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson. In review of the matrix that we just went through
this morning, we taking a look at the numbers, um . . . the low end was, uh, the
recommendation by the Department with 15 percent. Maui Nui Housing Task Force, uh,
comes out with a recommendation of 20 percent and we had heard from Mr. Giovanni
that 20 percent was really a low end. The consideration would have been perhaps higher.
We've heard from Maui Tomorrow who starts their initial, their standard development
requirement at 25 percent. Ms. Johnson recognizes 25 percent as a nurnber that she can
use as, as the beginning of discussion. Ms. Anderson provides a much higher number.
Mr. Hokama has, has, urn, is looking at other options other than coming up with specific
numbers, um ... for the sake of being able to identify a starting point where we're able to
establish a point of discussion I too could support the 25 percent. So Committee
Members I, I would be recommending at this particular point that the item under for sale
and for rent the number that ... or the percentage that we use in that category would be
25 percent. Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And, and I would concur with that. I understand what
Councilmember Anderson is saying that, you know, the 50 percent really should be the
ideal and yet I look at the old Act 15 project Puukolii Village which was a 60/40 mix.
Where 60 percent of it was suppose to be affordable and 40 percent of it was market and
it was never built because the numbers didn't work, but the 201G which was the, you
know, I guess the, urn, the after effect after the, uh ... actually Act 15 lapsed and it
wasn't reauthorized ... that 201G now if we use the formula of the 50 percent what's
going to end up happening is people will look at the 201G and if they see our standard
housing requirement is 50 percent just as our standard bottom line they're gonna look at
the 201 G ... and my fear is that it may force more people to utilize that mechanism on
fast-tracking which a lot of us don't like, and my concern is that that would be more
attractive because within the 201 G process it also ask and grants a lot of exemptions. So
there's a lot of things that won't get built like roadways, there won't be park assessment,
there won't be lots of other things. So I think if we're looking at on-site I feel more
comfortable using a 25 percent number now with a higher percentage maybe like a 40
percent if you're going offsite. I don't wanna go right away to the 50 percent because
again that puts it in the 201G, uh, you know, area so I'd rather have something that's a
little bit less to provide those options because as an unintended consequence I don't want
more people to utilize 201G. I'd rather have them come to the table and work with us
and provide some of the infrastructure within their developments. I'm even looking at
Department of Hawaiian Home Lands and what can we do within this policy because
there's nothing really within this policy that states well what do we do with nonprofits,
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what do we do with DHHL, uh ... you know other segments of the community so I'm
willing to start at 25 percent and it's primarily driven because 10 percent is too little, 15
percent is still . . . we have all this backlog to make up for and the housing market is
strong right now. So I'd be willing to revisit at a later time if the market still maintain its
strength or if we see some weakening to revisit this, but I don't wanna have the
unintended consequences of forcing people into that 201G because it, uh . . . it's
something we, uh ... we really have not found at least from my perspective has been
maybe leaving us all with a good feeling. So that's my take on it, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much. Mr. Hokama, if I could, you've heard Ms. Johnson,
uh, use the 40 percent figure for offsite requirement. Would you have any comments
regarding that number? Good, bad and different ... we're just, we're just kinda come up
with a starting point.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Yes, thank you, Chairman. I'm, I'm sure we, uh, besides
focusing on how to approach from multiple directions to this issue, Chairman, I'm sure
we're also looking at the bigger picture regarding traffic, regarding taxation, regarding
services, uh . . . I mean I can understand trying to have more units offsite, but if the
development is where they're doing their employment then of course you know that 40
percent is gonna need to get on the road and drive. So how much should we take that into
consideration? I would look at maybe offsite to have the same percentages on-site, but
make a change in the requirement that the offsite requirements to satisfy for being
compliance must be built before anything else and we have the (inaudible) up front before
they can do anything on-site for the project than changing the percentage. Other than
that, Chairman, my only thing would be, uh ... if 25 percent is, is your recommendation
I would say I can be supportive of this initial number at this point, but I would just like to
say again I would ask that maybe we consider then 50 percent of that percentage be for
the subsidized housing program and let's call it what it is.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Yeah, thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And then the other 50 percent would be for the general which
I have yet to determine what is fair to be the true affordable category, Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Understood. Thank you, Mr. Hokama, um ... and at this particular ... you
know I guess, I guess the whole purpose and the intent for going through this particular
kind of difficult task is it is the Chair's belief that we need to establish what that number
mayor may not be at this point. The other particulars like the breakdown of that
percentage will occur during the next phase of our discussion. So we better believe it that
soon as we come up with these numbers, you know, we're gonna hear from the
development community, we're gonna hear from the nonprofit community, we're gonna
hear from the departments, we're gonna hear from everybody. So all I'm saying is this is
an opportunity to set a starting point so that everybody can have the discussion because
when we're done here today I'm gonna ask Maui Nui Task Force, and I'm gonna ask
Maui Tomorrow, and I'm gonna ask the, the department go back and talk to your people.
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You now have an understanding of way, of where this policy may be leading, provide us
your comments, provide us your input, but it gives them something to work with. And
you know all through the last couple of weeks we've continuously heard we need to
develop the policy, we need to develop the policy--we're doing it now, and this is tough.
This is really tough because nobody wanna sit here and say we're gonna say 25 percent is
the given or 40 percent is the offsite number. What we're saying is this is what we need
to take a look at and once we set that then the rest of the information that'll flow into us
will help us to determine whether or not that's the right thing to do and that's the right
direction we're heading in, but we need that starting point and ... you know for the
offsite development, uh, the offsite development area the Maui Nui Housing Task Force
recognize 25 percent, Maui Tomorrow recognize virtually a 50 percent because theirs
were based on a doubling of the initial development requirement, and the Department in
their submission did not have a number for offsite, um ... I would be able to support Ms.
Johnson's 40 percent in this particular category for the sake of initiating discussion. So,
Members, that will be the Chair's recommendation at this point.
Move on down to the, to the cash in-lieu category ... the Department recommended a 10
percent based on sales price of affordable units. Maui Nui recommended 40 percent, um,
times the average price of the market rate units, and Maui Tomorrow recommended 30 to
35 percent of the higher of the average or median sales price. And Members I had, I did
receive a recommendation from one of the Committee Members who recommended 50
percent times the average price ofthe market rate unit. And at this point I will accept that
Member's recommendation and I too will recommend that figure. Yeah, Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Mr. Chair, I think that if the whole thing is to provide the
units then I think 50 percent is appropriate because we would be able, um, as was
outlined in the Skill Village, you know, situation that capital would then give us that
ability to develop programs like that and if what we're looking at is finances right now in
trying to help at least see our way through this problem even, even, uh, you know when
you get down to the next category like the land that is gonna be so critical but I too can
support the 50 percent because I think that . . . we are so far behind and there may be
exemptions to this 'cause obviously if a developer is gonna build 100 percent affordable
housing do we even have a ... you know to me there should be exceptions to the ... this
too so we're gonna have to work on that end of it, but I'd say 50 percent if it's just gonna
be a standard market development.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Hokama, any comments on that, on that area?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I'm not convinced that would be a fair percentage, Mr.
Chairman, but I do know within the parameters we are working today in this Committee
and that we, you know, we have two other, two of our other five Members of our total
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five membership, uh, not being able to participate that unless the three of us have some
type consensus we cannot forward a proposal for further discussion, comment, and
deliberation. Maybe at this point I would say I would be open to forwarding numbers
whether you want the shock treatment or the more palatable proposal, Chairman, uh ...
nonetheless I think, uh, you know, one of the things that we will ... are trying to secure
is additional comment and I guess one way to get insured comment is give 'em the other
extreme of the program. So if you wanna move 50 percent I can tell you I happy to
support you to forward a proposal of 50 percent, but again I'm not comfortable that that
is a fair number, Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. And, you know, again, urn ... this is not, this is by
no means the final, the final numbers and I continuously reiterate the fact that we need
the discussion and I think it's, uh ... everybody needs to know, you know, what figures
and what percentages we're looking at and, um ... I'm gonna be looking forward to a lot
of comments from a lot of entities throughout the County real fast, you know, but at least
we'll have the opportunity.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So Chairman, can I take your, your request to us that that
dollar amount will also be applicable to the Department's other sub-matters which will be
the developable lands as well as governmental services and facility?
CHAIR MATEO: Yes, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
proposal to get comment.

Okay, that's . . . agam, Chairman, happy to forward a

CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Thank you, thank you very much, urn ... I, I think we just took the
most difficult part of this entire policy and were able to, you know, whether we agree or
not we have ... we're now standing on numbers that we're able to at least initiate
discussions on. So I'm quite, quite grateful to the Members for taking this, uh ... yeah,
go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, I know we are in the subject matter of methods to
satisfy requirements.
CHAIR MATEO: Correct, correct.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So besides setting requirements, compliance or satis ... ,
satisfaction of the requirements I would assume you would be open to some com ... ,
discussion?
CHAIR MATEO: Absolutely, Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Again, you've heard my comments about maybe for certain
things we would ask for compliance up front whether it be such as a current practice of
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the in-lieu cash contributions, uh ... I would say that maybe to be consist with other
portions of the Code, uh ... that you cannot defer compliance unless Council approves to
go pass the five year mark on conditions. They either have to show some type of
performance or, or, uh ... actual effort to satisfy the requirements or deal with down
zoning or deal with rejection of permits ...
CHAIR MATEO: Loss of entitlements.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Oh, that would be like down zoning, Chairman. Or you pay
an extra penalty to the County whether it be another housing unit, or a doubling of the
fees for the in-lieu but again, Chairman, you know, we've had the report from the
Department of how many intentions Council had tried to get hundreds or thousands of
additional affordable units that we may, that we may not see in our time. So I would like
the enforcements beefed up so that the concern of satisfying and getting compliance
would not be one of those on the top priorities that we would get compliance.
CHAIR MATEO: Point well taken. And, you know, just so you know, um, I guess you share
another, another point of view at this point, the numbers that, that we're talking about, the
percentage we're talking about mayor may not be high or unreasonable or whatever it is
but, but it doesn't preclude us from taking a look at other means and other methods of
how do we actually go out and get the additional affordable components. So the
discussion doesn't really stop here, you know, considerations during the next phase of
our discussion, you know, there's other means. You know what if a developer came
forward to us and said, you know, I can develop, I can develop 100 homes for $350,000
or $400,000, can we look at that development and say if you can do that on a range with
the high being 400,000 and the low being less than that, you could possibly be exempt
from these specific requirements, affordable housing requirements, but if the project
exceeds that amount then by all means you're gonna have to comply with it. That
provides the developer an option of choice whether you wanna consider a development of
that type and avoid the need to do the affordable components or just deal with the reality
of a lesser profit margin and help this community in providing the houses that we need.
So there's options we can take a look at and that discussion hopefully will come on our
next meeting when we're able to take the information that we have just gone through
today. You will be provided with draft, a draft copy and then we can continue the
discussion and then at that meeting we need to take a look at the specifics, and the
specifics will be included like how do we implement. Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, I would just add that maybe besides the ... and I
don't have a problem with . . . the Whipping stick punishment, but maybe on the other
hand as the carrot option to satisfy housing requirements I would say again, we may need
to deal with Budget and Finance Committee, but provide the landowner some type of real
property tax incentive to further expedite the development and delivery of the rentals, or
for the purchase program in the subsidized and affordable categories as a way of saying
well, if you can do this then the County's willing to consider adjustment in your property
taxes as an incentive instead of a punishment, Chairman.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much. I, I just need ... I was reminded by Staff, in order for
Staff to draft a proposed bill we need to have consensus, urn, so ...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Second.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much. Moved and seconded. All those in favor signify by
saymg aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR MATEO: Opposed? Thank you very much. Thank you, Staff.

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Hokama, Johnson, and Chair Mateo.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmember Tavares and Vice-Chair Pontanilla.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

APPROVE preparation of draft billl
requirements.

relating to housing

CHAIR MATEO: Urn ... and, yeah, Mr. Hokama to continue to add to what you just said, urn,
the need for us to address the affordable housing policy is not really the responsibility
only of this Committee. The picture is so wide, the puzzle is so big. We gotta be sure
that water is in line, we gotta be sure that Planning supports the concept, we gotta be sure
that Public Works is ready to work with us in initiating permit processes, the departments
supports the process so it's all encompassing at this point. We are just a small, a small
picture that is going out and trying to put the whole puzzle together. So thank you very
much for your comments. I appreciate that, Mr., Mr. Hokama. Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I wanna thank you, Mr. Chair, because, you know, just
having bare quorum today too makes it doubly more challenging because, you know, the
I

Based on consensus. Draft bill is meant to be a starting point for further discussion.
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two Members that are missing may have different views than we do and, again, at least
bringing this forward for comment and finding out what the realities would be 'cause
when we start to work with the numbers I think we're gonna see just as Councilmember
Anderson and Council Chair Hokama have pointed out there's so many ways and so
many variables when you look at the whole subject of affordable housing. The one thing
though that I would ask us to focus on also is we're talking largely about entitlements and
subdivision approval and everything else, and just think about what is the trigger because
with every home that's built in this County there's some kind of an impact if it's not an
affordable home. So who's going to be ... what are the, what are the parameters under
which we're going to either modify this policy, exempt people all together if it's 100
percent affordable housing ... you know how are we gonna address these issues so it's
not just what the policy is? It's when does the policy actually become applicable. And
I'm looking more in an individual building permit 'cause just like every car that's on the
road pays their armual registration fee, every single building has an impact on what
occurs on housing in this community. Because as Councilmember Anderson pointed out
they're taking up water, land, sewage ... you know they're using County services. It has
an impact. And how do we mitigate that and how do we move forward without these
unintended consequences 'cause you don't want to penalize the small family or the
farmer or the people that are really just trying to make it in the community. You don't
warma do that so there has to be balance, but I appreciate the comments and the
participation today, and I think while it's ... you know you have to start somewhere and
I can't wait 'til we get the comments from the development community.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: And Ms. Johnson the Chair will also be touching bases and perhaps sending a
memo to all of the Members because their input is important because we're such a small
Committee trying to handle a rather large issue. So their comments and their inputs, uh,
is definitely gonna be important and necessary for us to continue moving forward so they
all will be informed, and their opinions and their comments and their numbers will be
asked for so everybody has the opportunity to participate and contribute. So, Members,
again, thank you all very much-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: You know I appreciate what you just said because I think
it's gonna be very difficult this, you know, we're developing a policy, a Countywide
policy for a crisis and, uh, I think it's gonna be very difficult to have all Members
participating when this is only a five Member Committee. I would hope that there would
be a way to extend the membership of this Committee especially for those who are
willing to come to the Committee and allow broader participation. I'm happy to come
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and I'm happy to give my two cents but I have no vote. So, urn ... anyway, I just think
that is' very cumbersome way to try to come about with an overall County policy when,
urn, in committee when it's a small committee and, uh, so I'm gonna leave that at that but
... and I will continue to come to the meetings and give my two cents for what is worth.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much. I appreciate your two cents. They've been adding up.
Thank you very much.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: But I did wanna ask, urn, what was the motion that was
just made? Voted on?
CHAIR MATEO: No motion it was just ... I'm sorry, yeah ... it was to use the numbers that
on the percentages that, that we discussed so that a draft bill could be created so we can
disseminate that to the Members and continue the discussion at our next meeting.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And these were the numbers that Jo Anne and, urn ...
Riki-CHAIR MATEO: That the three, three Members, urn ... used as baseline.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay.
CHAIR MATEO:
Members, any, any announcements?
The Chair would have an
announcement. To all of our partners who have worked so hard, we thank you very
much and we, we look forward to the next phase. And to the Members this has been a
rather tough and long morning. I thank you very much for your patience and your
tolerance in allowing the Chair to try to come up with a baseline so thank you very much.
The meeting of the Housing and Human Services Committee for September 15 (end of
tape SA) is adjourned ... (gavel) . ..

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (excused:
ACTION:
ADJOURN:

JP and CT)

DEFER pending fnrther discussion.

12:02 p.m.

Transcribed by: Yvette Bantilan
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